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Abstract. This paper investigates a semi-empirical model used to esti-
mate added-wave resistance on a ship sailing in waves. The model relies
on measurements from a continuous monitoring system, and produces an
estimate - the indirect measurement - of added-wave resistance, based
on the difference between, on the one side, the measured power and, on
the other side, a summation of theoretically calculated resistance con-
tributions but neglecting the component because of seaway. Hence, the
added-wave power is obtained as the surplus. The model has been applied
to more than three months of full-scale data recorded on an in-service
operating container ship. The results indicate reasonable levels of the
added-wave power, emphasising that both positive and negative values
are obtained, since the model is not restricted to relative wave directions
forward of beam. It is found that following waves often lead to ’negative
resistance’, in fact creating a thrust, but, importantly, following waves
can also increase the total resistance significantly.
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1 Introduction

The estimation of added-wave resistance on a ship sailing in waves has received
increased interest since slow steaming became the common practice of merchant
ships some years ago. The increasing interest relates to the fact that added-wave
resistance plays a more significant role, relative to the other resistance compo-
nents, when vessel forward speed is reduced. In the larger picture, the estimation
of added-wave resistance has its importance in relation to energy efficiency and
environmentally friendly shipping. In the same context, as a consequence of regu-
lations aimed at reducing installed engine power, the associated risk of designing
under-powered ships is of key importance [25].

This paper presents a study focused on a method to indirectly measure added-
wave resistance using full-scale data from a sailing ship. The indirect measure-
ment is based on a semi-empirical model using a combination of, on the one
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side, measurements of engine power, and, on the other side, operational data to
estimate all significant resistance components acting on the sailing vessel except
the added-wave resistance. Testing has been performed with measurements from
an in-service operating container vessel. It is noteworthy that the particular ap-
proach has a clear resemblance to ’correction procedures’ developed to remove or
correct for external factors such as wind, waves, etc., when modelling resistance
of ships in connection with sea trials [8, 9, 17,18,26,37].

The available literature about performance monitoring and general resistance
modelling using experimental, in-service data has increased significantly in re-
cent years, e.g. [1, 23, 31, 38, 39]. In particular, conferences such as HullPIC and
COMPIT have attracted a lot of studies. In addition to the aforementioned
references about added-wave resistance and performance monitoring, some in-
teresting (subjective) thoughts/opinions are presented in [6]. Herein, numerical
approaches to estimate added-wave resistance in seaways are reviewed, and [6]
concludes that ”Added resistance is difficult to predict, regardless what approach
is taken, especially in short or oblique waves”. Furthermore, it is stated that
”Accurate models for added power in waves make only sense if also more accu-
rate data for the ambient seaway is obtained”. In this view, it makes sense to
(in)directly measure the added-wave resistance from an approach that does not
need information about the ’ambient seaway’, and neither does the model rely
on theoretical modelling of added-wave resistance.

2 Resistance On a Ship Sailing In Waves

The resistance (force) exerted on a ship sailing in waves is the sum of the
calm-water resistance and a number of ”extra” contributions, denoted collec-
tively as the added resistance. Among the latter is the additional resistance
component resulting because of seaway and the interactions between waves and
ship; in the paper this component is referred to as the added-wave resistance.
Next to the added-wave resistance, the additional resistance components of the
semi-empirical model are: Wind resistance, resistance due to rudder action, and
shallow water effects. Other resistance components exist but they will not be
considered herein. In the following, some general remarks are given about the
considered resistance components, including the calm-water resistance, but all
details and calculation formulas are given in the literature.

2.1 Calm-water Resistance

For a given (full-scale) ship, it is common practice to calculate the magnitude
of the full-scale resistance force by use of model-scale experimental tests, as
suggested in the ITTC-1978 Method, e.g. [16]. In the present study, the full-
scale calm-water resistance is estimated from previously conducted model tests,
including resistance tests, open water tests, and self-propulsion tests; all with
a mounted rudder and thruster tunnel bores in the hull. The calculation of the
calm-water resistance thus becomes a matter of making interpolation in a set
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of speed-power curves (applicable in full-scale), depending on actual values of
draught and speed. It is noteworthy that alternative methods can be applied
to estimate the calm-water resistance, if towing tank tests are not available,
e.g. [12, 15].

2.2 Wind Resistance

The wind resistance depends on the relative wind speed and direction, and the
projected windage area of the ship. Wind tunnel tests can be introduced for
calculating/extrapolating the wind resistance on a ship in full-scale. On the other
hand, if wind tunnel tests are not available, as the case is in the present study, [11]
has proposed a numerical estimation model, based on extensive experimental
investigations, for the wind resistance on container vessels. The details of the
model are given by [11], but it proves useful to consult also [41] because of its
tabulated values of coefficients and parameters used in the model.

2.3 Resistance Due to Rudder Action

Wind (and waves) may also create a net force in the direction perpendicular to
ship’s centreline and, together with a yawing moment, this necessitates rudder
actions to maintain the intended straight-line course. The application of a non-
neutral rudder angle initiates a transverse force and a steering moment about
the centre of gravity of the ship by deflecting the water flow to the direction of
the water plane of the rudder profile. Consequently, rudder actions give rise to
an increase in the longitudinal resistance on the ship, and herein modelling is
made by use of [4, 21].

2.4 Shallow Water Effects

The overall consequence of shallow water, in relation to resistance calculations,
has been quantified by [22, 33]. The former of the two has been widely used
in industry. However, the numerical results presented later are based on the
(corrected) estimate from [32], due to its applicability for a wider range of speed-
to-depth ratios and less conservative results as compared to the other model [22].

2.5 Added-wave Resistance

Although the added-wave resistance is not theoretically modelled, since it is
’measured’, a few remarks should be included. As pointed out in the literature,
e.g. [5, 14, 20, 34, 43], added-wave resistance is typically explained as a result
of three phenomena: (a) Wave reflection; i.e. diffraction, of the incident waves
by the ship. The energy for this diffraction is associated with an increase in
resistance. (b) Ship motions; in particular, the vertical motions heave and pitch
have the largest effect. This ”component” is due to the damping force from the
motions of the vessel when the water is calm. (c) Interference between incident
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waves and waves generated by the ship when heaving and pitching, sometimes
referred to as ’drift’.

It is well-known that theoretical calculations of added-wave resistance have
several complications and complexities connected to them. In fact, this is the
main reason to establish an estimate based on indirect measurements instead.

3 Indirect Measurements of Added-wave Resistance

The resistance contributions making up the total resistance on a sailing ship in
waves have been described in the previous section. Explicit calculation formulas
for all contributions, except for the added-wave resistance, have been imple-
mented in a numerical model. The model is semi-empirical as the single resis-
tance components in their theoretical formulations rely on parameters that can,
or must, be measured. For the analysed example ship, see Section 4, the neces-
sary measurements are all available through auto-logged data from a continuous
monitoring system. This section presents the basic concept of the numerical (and
semi-empirical) model.

3.1 Equilibrium Between Resistance and Thrust

As a ship moves forward at constant speed, there is a balance between the
propulsive force FT and the total resistance Rtot where FT = (1 − t)T with t
being the thrust deduction factor and T the augment of the total required thrust
(at the tailshaft). In the study, it is assumed that the total resistance includes all
contributions, except the added-wave resistance RAW , and, assuming a steady-
state equilibrium between (effective) thrust and resistance, the following formula
holds:

0 = FT − (R∗
tot +RAW ) (1)

where R∗
tot+RAW = Rtot. The equation considers a ’steady-state’ condition tak-

ing operational data (e.g. vessel forward speed, heading, main engine power) and
environmental data (e.g. sea state, wind, water depth, sea temperature) as con-
stant within the measurement period. In the semi-empirical model, ”samples” of
operational data is based on average-calculations considering 3-minutes periods
evenly distributed around discrete time stamps coinciding, or synchronised, with
samples of environmental (hindcast) data every 30-minutes. Additional informa-
tion about the sensors is included in Section 4.

3.2 Relation Between (Total) Resistance and Engine Power

The thrust on a vessel corresponds to an effective power PE ,

PE = FT · V = Rtot · V (2)
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CHAPTER 5. THE INDIRECT ADDED WAVE RESISTANCE MODEL

shaft while the wind, steering and drift models ouput resistance and have to be processed
in the propulsion module to convert resistance to shaft power. The calm water and shallow
water results have to be corrected for change in water density as this parameter is not an
input to the two models. The total power consumption from the models is compared to the
logged power consumption and a surplus therefore reflects the added power due to waves. A
simplified flow chart is illustrated in figure 5.1. The necessary input parameters to the model
are outlined in Appendix A and the numerical MatLab implementation in Appendix C.1.

Shallow water modelCalm water Wind Rudder actions

Water den-
sity correction

Propulsion model
(Resistance to
shaft power)

Model power vs.
logged power

Fuse data to time
and position

Load auto-
logged data

Load ship particulars
(LOA, Lpp, B, etc.) Load environmental data

Resistance models

Added-wave power

Figure 5.1: Flow chart for developed added wave power model.

5.2 Ship Resistance
This section describes the fundamental theory and methodology for estimating the resistance 
of a ship advancing with steady motion in calm waters with no drift or rudder angle. A ship’s 
calm water resistance is particularly influenced by its speed, displacement and hull form. The 
force is traditionally determined through towing tank tests or advanced computational fluid 
dynamic (CFD) methods.

5.2.1 Towing tank test
The total calm water resistance is a result of both inertia, gravity and frictional hydrodynamic 
forces. All three force types act simultaneously on the hull and their relative magnitudes 
must be preserved when predicting the full-scale resistance based on scale-model results to 
ensure similarity (Newman, 1977). The relative magnitudes between these three forces can be

26

Fig. 1. Flow-chart to arrive at an estimate of the added-wave resistance, equivalently
added-wave power. The diagram applies to post-voyage processing

where V is the ship’s (constant) speed-through-water (STW). The total efficiency
ηtot = ηH × ηO× ηR× ηS of the propulsion system is a product between the hull
efficiency (ηH), the open-water efficiency (ηO), the relative rotative efficiency
(ηR), and the shaft efficiency (ηS), e.g. [13, 24]. Based on the total efficiency,
it is possible to estimate the necessary shaft power (or brake power) PS , to be
generated by the machinery (i.e. main engine), for a required effective power PE .
In fact, the ”direction” is the opposite; meaning that measurements of generated
engine power PS are converted to an effective power by taking into account the
total efficiency of the propulsion system. The estimate of the total resistance is
therefore given by, cf. Eq. (2),

Rtot · V = PS · ηtot (3)

and, together with the semi-empirical result for R∗
tot, it is possible to obtain an

indirect measurement of the added-wave resistance,

RAW =
PS

V
· ηtot −R∗

tot (4)

The semi-empirical approach has been implemented in MATLABr, and a
graphical illustration of the model is presented in Figure 1 that applies for
post-voyage conditions. It is noteworthy that the modelled resistance compo-
nents are converted to shaft power components. Accordingly, the outcome of the
semi-empirical model is (required) added-wave power instead of added-wave re-
sistance. In the diagram, see Figure 1, the load of ’environmental data’ includes
hindcast data used to validate the auto-logged data. In this study, the analysis is
made as a post-voyage process but, in principle, the analysis could run real-time
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and be presented to the ship master and to the on-shore vessel performance anal-
ysis team; emphasising that all necessary measurements are available from the
continuous monitoring system installed on the vessel, while the hindcast data is
used solely for validation purposes.

As a practical remark, in this paper there is no distinguishing between (read-
ings of) main engine power and shaft power, since the case ship is equipped with
a directly-coupled two stroke main engine. The two terms may therefore be used
interchangeably, which would not be the case if, say, a medium-sized engine with
a gearbox had been installed.

3.3 Assumptions About Propulsive Coefficients

The propulsive efficiency of a ship is highly affected by the propulsion coeffi-
cients. Thus, the wake fraction coefficient w and the thrust deduction factor t
are important for an accurate estimate of the propulsion force, which in turn is
used to estimate the added-wave resistance in the present indirect, or inverse, ap-
proach. In this study, it is assumed that the propulsion coefficients are constant
and independent of the actual seaway and sailing conditions (in a time-averaged
sense), although it is known that waves and wave-induced motions can lead to
variations as studied by, e.g. [35,36]. The assumption about constant propulsion
coefficients may be somewhat justified, exactly because the analysis builds on
3-minutes time-averaged sensor readings, cf. Subsection 4.1. Irrespectively the
(potential) violation of constant propulsive coefficients, any further investiga-
tions in this direction are beyond the scope of the present study.

4 Example Ship and Sensor Installations

The case ship is a 7,200 TEU container vessel. The vessel’s main particulars are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Main particulars of the example ship.

Length between perpendiculars, Lpp 332 m
Breadth moulded, Bm 42.8 m
Design draught, Td 12.2 m
Deadweight (at Td), 76,660 tonnes
Block coefficient, CB 0.65

4.1 Data Acquisition and Filtering

The layout of the example ship’s sensor installations is sketched in Figure 2.
The measurements from the sensors are auto-logged by a central data logging
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system. The relevant sensors to this study are listed in Table 2 that includes
sample frequencies and ranges. Note that data from the auto-logging system is
available every 10th second, hence SF = 0.1 Hz, which (probably) represents a
mean value over the past 10 seconds from the raw sensor signals. However, the
exact details of this (averaging) ”re-sampling technique” are not known to the
authors.

Table 2. Sensor specifications: Sampling frequency (SF), acquisition range, and unit.

Type SF Range Unit

GPS Time Stamp 0.1 Hz - -
Lattitude 0.1 Hz -90 - 90 deg
Longitude 0.1 Hz -180 - 180 deg
Shaft Speed 0.1 Hz -100 - 100 RPM
Shaft Torque 0.1 Hz 0 - 7500 kNm
Longitudinal STW 0.1 Hz 0 - 60 knots
Transverse STW 0.1 Hz 0 - 60 knots
GPS SOG 0.1 Hz 0 - 30 m/s
Rudder angle 0.1 Hz -35 - 35 deg
Ship heading 0.1 Hz 0 - 360 deg
Rel. Wind Direction 0.1 Hz 0 - 360 deg
Rel. Wind Speed 0.1 Hz - 100 - 100 knots
Draught Aft 0.1 Hz 0 - 100 m
Draught Fore 0.1 Hz 0 - 100 m
Water Depth (below keel) 0.1 Hz 0 - 10,000 m

The auto-logged data was collected while the ship was in service along the
route sketched in Figure 3. Specifically, measurements have been collected dur-
ing roughly 3 months. For the exact analysis, the measurements were filtered for
erroneous samples and, subsequently, consideration has been given to data corre-
sponding to approximately 3,800 ’discrete’ 3-minutes average-samples separated
by 30 minutes, see Subsection 3.1. In addition to erroneous samples, the data

Gyro compass

GPS Anemometer

Draught fore
Speed log

Draught aft
RPM and torque

FPAP

Rudder indicator
I
AP

Fig. 2. Illustration of sensors and their locations.
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Fig. 3. Vessel route and logged main engine power. The coloured map (in percentages)
of power reflects the relative difference between actual power measurements and corre-
sponding (theoretical) power estimates in calm water; noting that a percentage smaller
than 0% represents power measurements of less than what would be required in case of
calm-water conditions. Some measurements exceed the colour scale, but, in this case,
data is coloured according the upper/lower limits (50%/-20%).

was filtered to keep only measurements with a speed of more than 10 knots. It is
noteworthy, see Figure 3, that the logged main engine power in several occasions
was less than what, theoretically, would be required in an otherwise calm-water
for identical operational conditions.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Pre-evaluation of Measurement Conditions

Hindcast Wave Data As indicated previously, hindcast wave data - obtained
from an external provider - has been fused into the auto-logged data, since
information about the sea state is useful for investigative purposes, although
the information is not required for the model to run. Results for significant wave
height Hs, zero-upcrossing period Tz, and wave heading β are shown in Figure 4;
β = 180 deg. is head seas. The main observation from Figure 4 is that the wave
conditions were fairly mild during most of the measurement campaign, although
severer conditions did occur around the middle part and towards the end of the
data stream.

In the remaining parts of the paper the hindcast wave data is considered
accurate. In reality, however, the analysis and measuring of sea states, even
through hindcast studies, can be associated with (large) uncertainty. The authors
have not attempted to further study the validity of the hindcast wave data itself.

Operational Data Next to having information about the wave conditions it
is useful to study some of the operational parameters during the measurement
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Fig. 4. Significant wave height,Hs (top), zero-upcrossing wave period, Tz (middle), and
wave heading β (bottom) as obtained from hindcast data. The horizontal axis represents
3-minutes average-samples separated by 30 minutes. Note that abrupt changes may be
the result of discontinuous data, cf. Subsection 4.1.
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Fig. 5. Operational parameters.

period. Figure 5 shows measurements of logged speed-through-water (STW),
shaft revolutions per second (Rev.) corresponding to RPM, mean draught (Tm),
and the rudder angle (θ). From the figure it is interesting to see how STW is
reduced and, at the same time, how rudder movement increases during the more
severe wave conditions in the middle part and, notably, at the end of the data
stream.

It is seen that several ’spikes’ occur in the measurements (in STW, RPM, and
rudder angle), but these are not signs of faulty or untrustworthy data; instead
they are reflections of a change in loading condition in connection with ports of
call.
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Fig. 6. Logged speed-through-water versus ”true” speed-through-water. It can be seen
that the best linear fit (full red line) is almost coinciding with the dashed red line
representing identity between logged and true values.
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The credibility of the logged STW, by the Doppler Velocity Log (DVL), is
often discussed and questioned, e.g. [3,30]. In the present investigation, however,
there is little indication that the logged STW should be particularly untrustwor-
thy. This can be seen from Figure 6, where the logged STW is mapped together
with the ”true” STW, based on the vessel’s speed-over-ground (from GPS) and
sea current (from hindcast); although several individual cases are off, the general
picture is reasonable.

Main Finding The pre-evaluation of the measurement conditions, including
environmental and operational data, indicates that the required input to the
semi-empirical model for calculating the added-wave resistance generally is con-
sidered to be of sufficient quality and fairly trustworthy.

5.2 Semi-empirical Estimation of Added-wave Power

The estimate of the added-wave power depends on measurements of the main
engine power (MEP) and the calculated resistance contributions, cf. Sections
2 and 3. Figure 7 presents the individual contributions of the analysis, noting
that the modelled resistance components all are given as corresponding ’shaft
powers’. Generally, the modelled calm-water resistance is dominant but wind
is also significant, whereas the effect of steering and drift (rudder) is almost
vanishing. For the shallow water contribution, a few spurious cases exist, where
the water depth data exceeds the limitations of the shallow water model as given
by [32].

Based on the semi-empirical model, the added-wave power is obtained from
Eq. (4), and the result is shown in Figure 8 emphasising that the result reflects
the estimated added-wave power normalised with the MEP.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Avg-sample per 30 min. [-]

-2

0

2

4

6

[k
W

]

104

MEP
Calm-water
Rudder
Wind
Shallow

Fig. 7. Measurements of MEP and modelled resistance components converted into
corresponding ’shaft power contributions’.
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Fig. 8. Added-wave power normalised by main engine power (MEP). The trustworthy
results are indicated by ’AWP1’, while ’AWP2’ represents erroneous results.

As the first observation, it is noted that both positive and negative values
of the added-wave power occur. In itself, negative values are not a conflicting
observation for a ship sailing in following waves1 according to other experimental
studies [19, 42]. However, with complete trust in the hindcast wave data, some
of the negative values actually occur while the ship has been operating in head
sea conditions, including both wind sea and swell. In this case, the particular
negative results are erroneous, since head sea conditions must always lead to an
increase in the total resistance. In the plot, see Figure 8, the erroneous results
are marked as ’AWP2’. Hence, under the assumption of truly accurate hindcast
wave data, only the blue curve-segments, marked as ’AWP1’, can be considered
as trustworthy indirect measurements of the added-wave power. The trustworthy
results of the added-wave power have been redrawn in a separate plot, as shown
in Figure 9, where the added-wave power is given in dimensional form in kW.
The black and red horizontal line segments indicate conditions of following waves,
i.e. β ∈ [0◦, 90◦[, where the black segments represent that either the wind sea or
the swell part (if present) was creating following waves, while the red segments
correspond to following waves created by both the wind sea and the swell part
(if present). Consequently, negative added-wave power can appear just on the
parts indicated by a black or red line, while the opposite is not true; the ship may
certainly feel (positive) added-wave resistance, even in following wave conditions.

With an exclusive focus on the blue curve-segments in Figure 8, and the
equivalent plot in Figure 9, the following observations should be noted: (1) Neg-
ative added-wave power occurs; however, the occurrences are confirmed to appear
just when the ship operates in following waves, where the added-wave ’resistance’
from a theoretically point-of-view can be negative but may also be positive(!).

1In the present discussion, the term head sea conditions refers to β ∈ [90◦, 180◦],
while following waves covers everything with β ∈ [0◦, 90◦[.
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Fig. 9. Added-wave power in dimensional form and filtered for results ”confirmed”
as erroneous. The black and red horizontal line segments represent conditions with
following waves.

(2) A number of ”unreliable” spikes occur in the results, positive as well as neg-
ative. However, the spikes can be referred to as cases with sudden changes in
the operational parameters, cf. Figure 5, and it was previously discussed that
these abrupt variations were simply a result of ports of call. (3) The indirect
measurements of added-wave power reveal that, for the set of measurements,
the resistance because of seaway may take a share of up to 8-12 MW or approx-
imately 40-50 % of the total power in some cases. It is no surprise to see that
the particular cases are reflected by the largest wave heights, cf. Figure 4. (4)
Interestingly, in the middle and latter parts of the data stream, where the largest
wave heights occur, see also (3), the wave headings were not head sea but, in
fact, represented by following wave conditions with β ∈ [0◦ − 90◦[, cf. Figures 4
and 9. This observation underlines the complexity in dealing with added-wave
resistance on ships sailing in real seaway. As a supplementary note, it has been
investigated if the wave heading really was reflected by following waves, like the
hindcast wave data reveals. It is therefore noteworthy that the wind resistance on
the ship, during the questioned periods, is negative, see Figure 7, which means
that tail winds occur; confirming that at least the wind sea part of the wave
system do represent following waves. It has not been possible to confirm the
direction of the swells, but it is believed that the hindcast data is reliable, for
what reason the particular periods (indicated by red horizontal lines in Fig. 9)
really were conditions with following waves.

5.3 Credibility and General Discussions

The presented results indicate reasonable levels of the added-wave resistance.
Nevertheless, the credibility of the results is relevant to discuss and to indicate
reasons (”effects”) that could imply inaccurate estimates; also because no com-
parative measures have been included in the analysis. Generally, the accuracy of
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the added-wave resistance model is governed by limitations in the sub-models,
cf. Section 2, together with faults and errors in the auto-logged data which is
input to the sub-models:

– The implemented calm-water resistance model is based on an interpolation
scheme between the vessel’s draught and its speed-through-water (STW).
The draught measurement is believed to be fairly accurate as opposed to
the STW obtained from the speed log (Doppler Velocity Log). A study of
the STW measurements showed inaccuracies in the individual cases but, on
average, the measurements were reasonable. Nonetheless, as power depends
on speed raised to a power of (approximately) 3, even small errors can be
damaging for the result.

– The data implemented in the wind model has been found to be accurate by
comparison to hindcast data (although not shown in the paper). The wind
model, however, suffers from the fact that it is based on an average container
stack configuration [2].

– The rudder model is based on the linearised assumption of small rudder
angles. This assumption is appropriate in open sea conditions where only
small rudder corrections normally are applied but for maneuvering conditions
the assumption breaks down.

– The ’shallow water resistance problem’ has the fundamental limitation that
no model is valid for very shallow waters.

It has not been attempted to implement all resistance contributions in the
model. Effects of fouling on hull and propeller should be included to obtain a
more accurate model. Exclusion of the hull fouling is assessed to result in a
constant relative offset in model results, as the considered time period is limited
(about three months). The effect of fouling on the propeller is also expected
to affect the model significantly, as the consequence is lowered propeller open
water efficiency and larger shaft power measurements than the model estimates.
Furthermore, the effect of trim has not been included in the model as it is difficult
to make an empirical estimate of this effect. Finally, the case ship, cf. Section 4,
is equipped with retractable fins, but their usage is not logged during operations
at sea. Therefore, the effect of stabilisers has not been included in the resistance
estimation.

In the study, hindcast wave data was used for validation purposes. In fact,
parts of the results relating to estimates of the added-wave resistance were con-
sidered erroneous, since the indirect measurements in the particular cases showed
negative values; even though the vessel, according to the hindcast data, was op-
erating in head sea conditions. It must be stressed, however, that hindcast wave
data is itself often prone to errors, and, therefore, it may be that the true wave
heading not necessarily represents head seas (β ∈ [90◦ − 180◦]). On the other
hand, in the given cases, (relative) wind measurements indicate (true) wind di-
rections that correspond to wave directions resulting in head sea conditions; at
least for the wind waves. Any further discussion on this topic is left as future
work.
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The propulsion coefficients were assumed to be constant, with the wake frac-
tion coefficient and the thrust deduction factor determined for one particular
condition independent of the seaway and the wave-induced motions of the ship.
Relatively few researches have explored the fact that, in reality, the propulsion
coefficients vary [10,36,40]. In further studies, it should be attempted to properly
model the variation of the propulsion factors to improve the indirect approach
for obtaining estimates of added-wave resistance. For the particular ship and
the data studied in the present paper, however, the effect of variations in the
propulsion coefficients is negligible. This has been tested in a small sensitivity
study based on results where the thrust deduction factor and the wake fraction
coefficient have been modelled as stochastic variables. In the sensitivity study,
the coefficients were modelled as being log-normal distributed around a mean
value and with standard deviation equal to 20% of the mean value. The mean
values of the two coefficients were set identical to the values used in the previous
analyses where the coefficients were constant. Thus, Monte Carlo simulation has
been used to study the sensitivity of variations in the propulsion factors, and,
based on 1,000 simulations at each 30-minutes measurement sample, the out-
come is as shown in Figure 10. In the figure, the blue dots are identical to the
results from Figure 9, while the black curves represent the result of the 1,000
simulations. Consequently, as the 1,000 black curves are mapped (nearly) on top
of each other, it is seen that the effect of variations in the propulsion coefficients
is insignificant in this particular case. However, it is important to note that this
result cannot be generalised, since different findings may be revealed, depending
on the ship and propulsion system, as has also been reported by [35].

Fig. 10. Added-wave power with stochastic modelling of propulsion coefficients (black
curves) and with constant propulsion coefficients (blue dots).
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6 Summary and Conclusions

A semi-empirical approach to estimate added-wave resistance based on auto-
logged onboard measurements has been developed. The approach provides in-
direct measurements of the added-wave resistance by combining measurements
of the main engine power and other input data used for modelling/calculating
all relevant resistance contributions, except the added-wave resistance. The dif-
ference between the modelled resistance, or equivalently power, and the actual
measured power represents the effect of added resistance due to seaway.

Generally, the added wave resistance model seems to give reasonable results,
with the neglect of (confirmed) erroneous results. For some operational condi-
tions the estimated added-wave resistance accounted for about 50 % of the total
measured power. As opposed to other conventional theoretical added-wave re-
sistance methods, the developed method also considers the effect of following
sea conditions, including everything from following waves to beam waves, and
the possibility of negative values for the same. It was observed that following
waves imply ’negative’ resistance contributions in many cases, but, adding to the
complexity of studies about added-wave resistance, it was found that following
waves, in severe conditions, may very well lead to a significant increase in the
total resistance on the ship. As a related note, the fact that seaway in itself some-
times lead to a thrust (negative resistance), or more generally a varying load on
the propeller, is reflected by studies looking into optimising the propeller shaft
speed, e.g. [7].

6.1 Further Work

First and foremost, validation of the indirect measurements of the added-wave
resistance should be attempted; for instance, by comparison with numerical cal-
culations based on theoretical works and associated computational tools. Sec-
ondly, it should be interesting to implement a procedure for sea state estimation,
e.g. the wave buoy analogy [27–29], to allow for estimates of the wave conditions
exactly where the ship is. Such an implementation would inherently lead to anal-
yses of the motion recordings of the ship, and this type of analysis would in itself
be interesting as a complement to the semi-empirical model for added-wave re-
sistance, since the findings from the analysis of the wave-induced motions can
be used to improve the estimate of added-wave resistance.

For the actual model, as discussed in the paper, it would be beneficial to
include results from hull condition reports to determine the effect of fouling.
Besides, the developed model will benefit by adding trim condition corrections
to the results, which could be achieved by including data from trim optimisation
towing tests or from CFD simulations. Moreover, it is recommended to improve
the wind model by including data on the container stack configuration, realising
that results are sensitive hereto, especially for oblique wind conditions.
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